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In Memory of Ken
Following Ken Lock’s funeral over £700 in donations
was received by the Club. It has been decided that the
money should be put towards a project, possibly at
Snailbeach, which can be completed in Ken’s name. If
anyone has a suggestion for a suitable project, please
let Andy Wood know.

Floodlights for Statue
The twelve metre high (30ft.), 5 tonne statue known
as “The Brownhills Miner”, which commemorates
those who worked in the collieries around Brownhills
(Walsall) for the three centuries before the last
Brownhills pit closed, is to be floodlit.

The statue by artist John McKenna was first installed
two years ago at the junction of High Street and
Chester Road, but there were not enough funds to
keep it floodlit.

Up, Down, Round Clive
Over the weekend of 6th-7th September the Club took
over 90 people underground as part of the “Up,
Down, Round Clive” event (Up the Church spire,
Down the mine, round the village and Grinshill
quarry). Many were local people who had always
wanted to see what was below the village.

Following torrential rain on the Friday causing severe
flooding in the area, we had a few people drop out or
not make it to the mine, however we made up for that
by numerous passers-by filling the gaps!

On Sunday along with other local groups we set-up a
display in the village hall, which Marion Boston
looked after - see the picture (right), NO that’s not a
another mining statue, it’s Neal!.

The underground trips proved very popular and we
even ended up with a list of people for future trips. A
big thank you to everyone involved for making the
weekend such a success.

And finally ...
Seasons Greetings and Best Wishes for the

New Year to all Club Members.
Kelvin

Above: “The Brownhills Miner”, High Street, Brownhills
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Note this date 5th July 2009
A special service is planned to mark
the laying up of the Miners Union
Banner in June 1979 (30 years ago),
and the closure of the last Shropshire
pit, Granville Colliery. The service will
be held at the Fletcher Methodist
Chapel, Madeley where the banner
and other Union items will also be on
display.

Bayston Hill Quarry
Bayston Hill hard rock quarry near
Shrewsbury is described in the
August issue of Quarry Management
Journal. It now produces about
850,000 tonnes of red and grey
gritstone (greywacke) per year using
a 60 tonne Komatsu backacter
excavator with two x 64  tonne
payload CAT 775F rigid dump trucks.

The Company (Tarmac) is about to
re-establish it’s rail link to the Crewe-
Newport rail line. Stone from the
quarry has recently been sent to
Bahrain to form the Formula 1 race
circuit and a similar order has just
been received from Abu Dhabi.

Leaton Quarry, Telford
This quarry has just received two 43-
tonne Sandvik cone crusher units for
use on their 52 ha. igneous olivine
dolerite quarry. The machines are
mobile using crawler tracks. The
quarrying was opened by the 1920s
and now produces about 350,000
tonnes, mainly to supply eight
asphalt plants in the Ennstone
Group.

from Quarry Management Journal,
Sept. 2008

Iron Mine
The Great Silurian Iron mine at
Rhysnant, Shropshire has always
been a bit of a puzzle. Rechecking the
Official List of Mines the following
information has been found. The
mine appears in the list for 1864 with
E.Lloyd Owen as owner and manager,
producing 50 tons “brown haematite”
worth £250 (as against 254,540 tons
of “argillaceous carbonate” iron ore
worth £63,185 from the rest of the
iron mines of Shropshire).

The mine again appears in the 1865
list but with no further information. In
1866 E.Lloyd Owen is listed as owner
of St. Pierre Mine, Portskewett,
Monmouth, producing 60 tons
“calcareous brown oxide” worth £15.
Does anyone have more information
on these mines?

The Iron Bridge
According to the Daily Telegraph
(Sept. 6, 2008) there is a copy of
Shropshire’s famous bridge in the
18th Century, 300 acre garden at
Wörlitz near Dresden, Germany.
Unfortunately it doesn’t give it’s
scale! [It only looks about 6ft high
on the internet. Kelvin]

Gold Prospectors Die in
Flash Floods
At least 40 gold prospectors have
been killed by flash flooding in
Burkino Faso after heavy rains.

According to national radio the
victims were caught in the floods
while washing gold from the mud of a
river 300 miles south-west of
Ouagadougou.

Daily Telegraph, 11 August 2008

Coal Mining Statistics: Year to March 2008
17 registered deep mines and 31 surface mines produced 16.3 million tonnes and employed 5,570 persons (increase of
288 over previous year*)

England: Surface mines 1.81 mt 425 employees Deep mines 7.33 mt 3,334 employees
Wales: Surface mines 1.08 mt 454 employees Deep mines 0.17 mt    224 employees
Scotland: Surface mines 5.92 mt 965 employees Deep mines nil

Total UK 8.81 mt      1,844 employees 7.50 mt 3,558 employees

Productivity - tonnes/man: 4.8 kt per man 2.1 kt per man
From the figures, opencast sites are twice as productive as deep mines.

* Presumably the difference in manpower is caused by including Coal Authority staff in the total.

Mining Victims of Recent
Earthquakes
In the recent Chinese earthquakes,
two men died and one was rescued
after 2 days when the mine roof
collapsed.

The rescued man said, after his
rescue, that his greatest wishes now
were “to join the Communist Party
and to be with his wife and have a
child”. He had both legs amputated.

Daily Telegraph, 21 May 2008

At Beaconsfield Mine in Tasmania
(IJB visited it in 1987) two miners
were trapped after an earthquake for
two weeks, they were fed through a
borehole put down from the surface.
Mining Magazine advert, Aug. 2008

Miners Memorial Day 2008
This year’s principal service was held
on 5th October 2008 at Sheffield
Cathedral.

A two-minutes ‘silence’ to remember
all those killed in British pits was also
held at a number of events around
the country, including a Miners
Memorabilia Event at Caphouse
Colliery. It is expected that this will
become an annual feature like the
Forces Memorial Day in November.

Fuller Earth Works Accident
A man was treated by paramedics at
the Old Fuller Earth Works near
Combe Hay, Bath (now a waste
recycling plant) after being  injured
when a bulldozer ran over his legs on
Friday 14th November.

from BBC Reports, 14 August 2008
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After two years of planning and a
great deal of invaluable help from
Reme Pagan at the La Unión tourist
office, on Wednesday 23rd April, 14
SCMC members travelled from the
UK for a week long visit to explore
the mining remains of the Sierra
Minera of Cartagena/La Unión. Two
of the group were female and ages
ranged from the 40’s to the 70 year
old club founding member.

Club secretary, Andrew Wood, has a
time-share at La Manga Club and has
become fascinated with the wide
variety and extensive relics of mining
technology dating back nearly 3,000
years, although his wife regards this
as an unhealthy obsession! The
group stayed at the Los Habaneros
hotel in Cartagena, which was ideally
situated close to the railway station,
with good road access to the Sierra
Minera, nearby parking and within
easy walking distance of the City
centre. The hotel was comfortable
and the chef (fortunately an English
speaker) put on a couple of excellent
meals for us.

The trip commenced at the Las
Matildes interpretation centre near El
Beal, which provides an excellent
introduction to the area and its
history. We had a guided tour of the
restored mine itself, the restoration
work currently underway at Mina
Blanca - the proud possessor of the
only Cornish engine house in the
mining field – and other mines in the
locality. After an excellent lunch at El
Descargador, the tour took us to see
the Bruñita opencast quarry, the
Rambla del Avenque, Mina Laborinto
and then down to view Portmán bay.

The landlocked old port perfectly
demonstrated the havoc caused by
dumping millions of tons of mine
tailings into the sea for over 30 years.
Our guides, Paco and Ana, provided
an excellent English commentary and
were able to answer all of our many
and varied queries concerning the
technical and historical details of
each site. (see
www.murciainsercion.org/
MinaMatilde/actividades/
actividades2.asp)

The Shropshire Caving and Mining Club visit to the Sierra Minera
23rd-30th April 2008, Andy Wood

On the way back to our base, we
stopped off in La Esperanza  for a
brief look at Los Burros, one of the
oldest 19th century mines in the area.
It offers the unique? sight of a large
wooden lid for the shaft, hidden
under the engine house, rather than
covering the shaft, of course!

The geology of the Sierra Minera is
extremely complex as the mountains
and the minerals were formed when
the European and African tectonic
plates crashed into each other. On

Day 2, we were fortunate to be led
over the course of the ‘33 Road’ from
La Unión to Portmán by Professor
Manteca from the University of
Cartagena. Prior to joining the
university, he had worked for 20
years as the geologist for SMMPE
(Pennaroya-España), the company
which exploited the mineral wealth of
the range from the 1950s and was
responsible for the despoiling of
Portmán bay.  As a result, his
intimate knowledge of the area was
invaluable as we examined the

Las Matildes,
interpretation
centre and
museum.

Below: Manganese calciner at Mina
Telemaco (engine house in
background)

Below: Mina Blanca cornish
pumping engine house, under going
conservation work..

Electric flat rope
winder at Mina
Blanca.
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Remunerada tin mine and its
concentration plant, the mina Pablo y
Virginia and especially the mina
Agrupa Vicenta, which is being
turned into a show mine. It will be
well worth visiting once it opens
(planned for summer 2008).

Just over the ridge, are the vast iron
workings of La Crisoleja from where
300,000 tonnes a year of iron ore were
sent down to Portmán by aerial
ropeway for onward shipping
between 1875 and 1902. There is even
a stockpile of ready-to-ship ore
abandoned at the onset of the first
world war in 1914. The San José
opencast site interrupts the route
down to Portmán past other mines
and a manganese ore calcination
furnace.

Professor Manteca had kindly
arranged special permission for us to
visit the vary rare extant horse gin
and view the Emilia opencast quarry,
now being used to dump non-
hazardous waste.

On the third day, we abandoned the
cars and took the FEVÉ for an
interesting visit to the Mining
Museum in La Unión . This was
followed by a walk to and around
Cabezo Rajao, where extensive
mining dates back to Roman times,
for a detailed study of the remains
there including most of one of the
many froth flotation plants in the
area. Reme Pagan kindly gave up her
day to guide us around the town and
these very interesting sites. The flat
rope winding gear at mina Ocasion is
particularly impressive but the spare
flat rope seen in February, still on
reels, in an adjacent building had
been stolen (presumably for scrap)
by setting fire to the wooden reels
and thence the building’s roof. Very
upsetting.

We decided to make Sunday more of
a tourist day but stopped off on the
way to the Cabo de Palos market for a
foray into mina Precaucion, a nice
easily accessed mine very popular
with mineral hunters, as well as a
quick look at the monastery de San
Gines. After a stroll around Cabo de

The Shropshire Caving and Mining Club visit to the Sierra Minera
23rd-30th April 2008, continued ...

View over the silted up Portmán Bay from the top of Lavadero Roberto. The
washery and processing plant extends down the hillside to the building on
the right. Waste was pumped into the bay.

Left: Possible shaft cover at Los Burros.

Below: Los Burros headframe and
engine house with club members
inspecting the open shaft (most shafts
were open, and surrounded by concrete
block walls).

Below: Professor
Manteca and
Reme Pagan
outside the new
show mine at La
Unión.

Below: Club members doing the “Tom-
tom” dance - attempting to synchronise
GPS devices so we all end up at the
same place !

All pictures:
Kelvin Lake -

I.A.Recordings
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Palos and lunch on the seafront, we
visited the military-looking munitions
stores at the junction of the Los
Belones-Portmán and Llano del Beal-
Portmán roads before walking up to
the gun battery at Las Cenizas. Being
equipped with helmets and lights, we
were able to explore the underground
shell stores and the handling and
loading mechanisms – still in good
working order! It was also possible to
access the interior of the gun turrets
on several different levels; a truly
amazing experience.

Monday morning was spent in the
Sultana opencast site and at Grupo El
Lirio above it. The sole remaining (of
three originally purchased by the
Pennaroya company) Ruston
Bucyrus 150 RB excavator shovel still
sits forlornly in the quarry in an
advanced state of deterioration. This
was made worse by someone stealing
one of the track drive bearings during
the fortnight prior to our visit; a feat
requiring some substantial lifting
gear. Within the quarry are three
portable blast shelters for workers to
avoid debris when blasting took
place. Thanks to guidance from local
resident and FLUMs organiser Bob
Barnes, the bulk of the group sallied
underground to view the old
timbering, abandoned trucks and
equipment and especially the
underground stable for the horses
used to move the tubs around the
mine. The keener underground
element spent some time exploring

the old workings while the surface
team walked up to the El Lirio mine
and processing plant.

After another superb value lunch at
El Descargador, a call was made at
the minas Paz prior to a few intrepid
explorers investigating the Julio
Cesar manway, where some bad air
was encountered, while the main
party returned to Portmán to view the
José Maestre tunnel and the ‘lost
train’.

Rob Vernon, (who has a house in
Villaricos), has a fine knowledge of
mining in Spain and generously
offered to lead us around the mining
remains of Mazarrón some 25km west
of Cartagena. Thus on Tuesday we
travelled first to the historical site of
San Cristobal where a full range of
mining activity was examined during
our stroll around it. After lunch, Rob
took us to see Coto Fortuna with its
Roman workings and the dominating
San Carlos headgear followed by a
call on the Luisito mine near the
Mazarrón country club. His
beautifully prepared notes on the

The Shropshire Caving and Mining Club visit to the Sierra Minera
23rd-30th April 2008, continued ...

area were an example to us all.

After misplacing one of our cars and
certain navigational difficulties on
the return journey, most of us paid a
visit to Grupo La Parreta at Alumbres
on the way home.

On our last day, we spent some
tourist time in Cartagena, taking the
harbour boat trip, visiting the civil
war refuge and the archaeological
museum prior to returning to the
airport and home.

Above: Club members outside the
emergency exit from the new La
Unión show mine.

Right: The
winding drum of
the horse gin
preserved near
the entrance to
Emilia opencast
quarry.

Right, below:
The attachment
for the horse on
the Emilia horse
gin - from the
size, it may have
been designed
for a donkey.

Andy Wood with a 16” Vickers, at Las Cenizas battery.

Note: It is hoped (soon) to produce a
more detailed Club Account of the mines
seen on the trip.

A big thanks to Andy Wood for
organising the trip.
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Working on possible designs for the
new clay mine exhibit at Blists Hill
Museum IJB found a letter received
from Jim Roberts of Broseley in 1965.

He described the Guest Deep Clay
Mine at Broseley, which survived
until the 1950s (see East Shropshire
Coalfield, [ESC], Tempus, 1999;
pages 100-103). He described the
structures in the photograph (on
page 102, and right).

From the left:
(a) was the donkeys stable, “he

would walk out on his own and
stand ready for the skip of clay
when it came up the shaft to be
hooked on to him, walk to the clay
tip and then take the empty back
again to wait for the next”. He
would then wait again in in this
stable which also included his
store of hay.

(b) was the main headframe.

New Light on “Deep Pit”, Broseley
by Ivor Brown

Above: The “Deep Pit”,
Milburgh Tileries, Broseley
c1930 (the shaft was over 300
feet deep), with notes based
on Jim Roberts’ letter.

Maori Mining Students in Ironbridge, 1818
Titere and Tooi stayed in Madeley for at least 4 months
in 1818 as guests of Rev. John Eyton and local members
of the Bible Society, having been sent to England
specifically to learn about mining.

The little coach seems to have been a small truck which
was pushed by men in low passages for comfort as
shown in an earlier issue of Below (2005.1) and a
method still used at Shibden Fireclay Mine, Halifax.

Ivor Brown

(c) was the furnace ventilation chimney (see sketch, right)
alongside the miners cabin. “This was a beehive
shaped round brick building like those used to cover
old open mineshafts in the area.”

“It was made round because the mine was short of
surface space and they intended tipping all the mine
waste to almost completely surround it - if it was square
then the weight of this would crush the sides (the same
reason why most mineshaft are round).
Inside it had two wooden benches for the miners to sit
on to eat food, “a coffer for fuse, axe, saw, etc.”,
suspended oil lamps and strings of candles hanging
from the centre “so that the mice could not get at
them”.

(d) the winding equipment is hidden from view in the
picture, but it was very old (see photo on p101, ESC).

(e) the workshop containing a leather bellows, also a
forge, anvil, vice, etc. to do repairs.

An item in the Ironbridge Quarterly, Autumn 2008,
quotes from a letter by one of the areas visitors in 1818
(and one of the first known letters written by a Maori).

“Me and Tooi and Mr. Hall and Mr. Palmer got a little
coach and a candle and go underground side of a
mountain, quite afraid the ground come down upon my
head, to see the men work get the ironstone to make
iron ....”
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Dawley History Group (DHG) has arranged for a
memorial service for the eight miners killed in the shaft
accident at Springwell pit, Little Dawley on 6th
December 1872.

The service is scheduled for 2pm on 6th December 2008
at Holy Trinity Church, Harp Lane, Little Dawley (where
the victims are buried). The DHG say that the tragedy
has had little recognition, and as far as they are aware
there has never been any commemoration. The group
are keen to hear from any of the relatives of the men
who were killed and can be contacted on 01952-505766.

Background
On December 6th 1872, at a few minutes past 4pm the
winding chain broke as 8 miners were ascending (“riding
the doubles” - with their legs through hoops of chain),
causing them to fall back down the shaft.

The victims were William E.Bailey (21, the only married
victim), Edward Jones (21), Robert Smith (18), John
Parker (22), Allan Wyke (20), Isaiah Skelton (15), John
Yale (21) and John Davies (19).

Springwell Pit was owned by the Coalbrookdale
Company and chartered to William Wylde and Samuel
Lane. It was situated only a few hundred yards from
Holy Trinity where the victims were laid to rest in a
common grave (this was only the second time in the
County where this had happened).

For more details about the accident see SCMC Account
24 “A List of Fatal Accidents in Shropshire Mines from
1850 - 1979” by Ivor Brown.

Springwell Pit Accident Remembered
6th December 1872 - 6th December 2008

Right: Views of the communal grave at Holy Trinity
Church, Little Dawley.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings

Library Additions
Stone Chat, Newsletter of the
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society.
Summer 2008, Vol. 28 No.4. Autumn
2008, Vol. 29 No.1.

North Wales Caving Club
Newsletter, Issue 306, May-June
2008. Issue 307, July-August 2008.
Issue 308, September-October 2008.

Mendip Caving Group, MCG
News. Issue 349, April 2008, Issue
350, June 2008 and issue 351, August
2008 - updates on Upper Flood
Swallet, breakthroughs in
Charterhouse Cave, Stainsby’s shaft,
and the bones from Bone Hole,
Cheddar Gorge.

Plymouth Caving Group
Newsletter & Journal No.151 -
June 2008. Interesting trip reports to
Matienzo, plus a report and plan of
King’s Wood Adit, Buckfastleigh
(the level has a very high level of
radioactivity due to exposed
pitchblende).

Subterranea Britannica, Issue
16, April 2008 - contains numerous
interesting articles including a long
one on “A day on the London
Underground, with some fascinating
photos from Nick Catford, plus a
history of Dudley’s Canal Tunnel
system by Vic Smallshire of the
Dudley Canal Trust.

Subterranea Britannica, Issue
17, August 2008 - includes “Postively
the Last German tour!”, another
report of a Sub. Brit tour of East
German WWII bunkers and
underground installations, “Another
weekend on the London
Underground” exploring ‘closed’
features of the underground and the
2008 Sub Brit ‘Mainland Europe
Study Weekend, Paris’, with some
interesting features!

Eurobats No.2 “Protecting &
Managing underground sites
for bats.
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What the Papers Said - From the Colliery Guardian
submitted by Steve Dewhirst

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT AT COALPORT.
THE DEPRESSION IN THE IRON TRADE.—THE USE OF THE ULVERSTONE ORE—DIFFICULTIES
ATTENDING ITS USE—PROBABILITY OF OVERCOMING THEM.—THE COAL TRADE.—NOTICE

TO COLLIERS OF A REDUCTION OF WAGES.—THE PROBABLE RESULT.
THE depression in the Iron Trade has led the managers and proprietors of the different works in
the several fields of this district to blow out such furnaces as needed repairs ; otherwise I am not aware
that iron-making operations have been discontinued. Where the works are in any way contiguous to
railways, the Ulverstone ore has been partially employed; and although exceedingly rich in metal, it
has, I believe, a tendency to clog the furnace by a deposit of sulphate of zinc, which usually attaches
itself to the sides of the furnace, and that in masses so hard as to resist any attempt to dislodge it by
mechanical means. Several of the managers of the works have been turning their attention to this
subject; and Mr. Botfield’s agent at the Stirchley Works has, I believe, succeeded, by a method very
simple, but based upon the true principles of chemical science, in driving it off in vapour. The colliers
in the Madeley Wood Field, and others, received notice on Saturday last, to the effect that their wages
would be reduced 6d. per day. The reduction comes into effect this day week, the 9th instant, and
there is little doubt but that it will be quietly submitted to by the men, who appear to consider that
there is no alternative but to meet the altered state of the trade by such means. The extraordinary
mildness of the season has, of course, tended to check the usually brisk state of the coal trade at this
season; I mean with regard to household consumption, and what is called land sale. At the Severn
wharf where large quantities are stacked for export to Worcester, and other towns along the banks
of the river in that direction, the quotations are about as follows :—

s. d. s. d.
Tops : 13 0 per ton. Flints : 11 0 per ton.
Lumps : 11 6   “ Lumps : 10 0  “
Small :   8 0   “

It should be understood that from the pit’s mouth a ton is twenty-one hundredweight.

2
nd
 January 1858

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT AT MADELEY.
COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS.

ONE of those fearful explosions of carburetted hydrogen gas that sometimes cause loss of life, and
do great damage to mines, took place in one of the Madeley Wood Company’s pits a few nights ago.
Happily a feeder having been discovered, from which mischief was apprehended, the men and horses
were all drawn up the shaft before ignition took place. The mouth of the shaft was, I believe, covered
over: and the gas, it is supposed, became tired by coming in contact with some small coal where a
sulphurous fire was smouldering. The report was heard during the night; the ground was shaken for
a considerable distance; and the force of the current up the 300 yard shaft, threw a portion of the small
pieces of coal about the pit’s mouth, and overturned the runner. The coals being suspected of being
on fire, the mouth of the shaft is at present closed by scaffolding covered with sand.

2
nd
 January 1858

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT AT MADELEY.
THE SHROPSHIRE CANAL.

THE old Shropshire canal which has long been an important feeder from the iron districts to the
Severn, and which has for many years paid handsome dividends, has almost become completely
useless from the numerous shafts and old works, by which it is undermined. Not more than two or
three tons could be brought along it, and an almost total cessation of traffic has been the consequence.
This week, however, in consequence of the heavy rains, the supply of water has been greater, and
traffic has been resumed.

23
rd
 October  1858
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Forged Miners Checks!
Ivor J. Brown

The Summer issue of the National
Mining Memorabilia Association’s
newsletter carries the following
warning about fake checks said to be
produced in Shropshire.

“If you get the chance have a look on
Ebay ... There has been a series of
checks being listed from Telford,
Shropshire, which seem to be
attracting more than a bit of
attention.”

“They are converted Askern stamped
checks. The wording is flattened out
and then a substitute stamped on ...
usually a Manchester Colliery ..  But
just recently South Yorks ... The
numbers are soldered on probably
using a solder gun ... giving a flat
topped broad numeral. They are then
described as very rare and given the
covenant of having come from the
Manchester Mining Museum.”

IJB has also seen checks recently
purportedly from Madeley Wood
Colliery which seem odd. Figures 3
and 4 (right) is what a Madeley
Wood check of the 1950s looked like
(guaranteed - they are the writers
own checks!).

The checks sketched in figures 1 and
2 have also now appeared. They are
not clipped at the corners like those
used at the pit, one shows No.697,
which according to the recently
published “List of Workers at
Madeley Wood” was Alf Cookson

Figure 1: Sketch of a recently seen
Madeley Wood check, with a very
high number.

Figure 2: Sketch of a Madeley Wood
check seen with Alf Cookson’s
number.

Figure 3 (left): A Madeley Wood
check of the 1950s, with 40mm
scale stick. (IJB’s own).

Figure 4 (below): A Madeley
Wood check of the 1950s, with
scale stick. (IJB’s own).

(Alf Cookson was a surface worker
and they didn’t need checks, but did
have numbers). The check sketched
in figure 1 shows the number 4081
which seems preposterous since the
mine always employed less than
1,000 and the numbers were not
chronological.

Are these other checks genuine or
are they by the same forger?

barite at Bog Mine and to assist the
surveyors in the Leigh Level of
Shropshire Mines Ltd.

By 1923 Mr. Corfield was reworking
old spoil heaps, stoping in some old
levels and hauling explosives from
his Buxton Quarry (near Tankerville
Mine) to the Huglith Barytes Mine
using a pony and cart.

Mr. Corfield was a Methodist lay-

preacher and President of Snailbeach
Football Club. He was also a former
cornet player in the Snailbeach Brass
Band.

Mr. Corfield was a person much
respected by all who knew him and
he was always ready to talk to SMC
members who visited the area.

Contributed by Ivor Brown.

Mr. Corfield of Stiperstones Village
died on 6th May 1972, age 84. He
was believed to have been the last
man to have worked in the
Snailbeach lead mine, having started
work on the buddles about 1900,
then working underground by the
time the mine ceased lead production
in 1910.

He moved away to work in coal
mines, but later returned to mine

Shropshire Mining Characters: J.Corfield, Mineworker (1888-1972)
A reprint of an obituary written by the late Ken Lock,

from the SCMC Newsletter No.94, Dec. 1972.
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Until well into the Nineteenth
Century, the Great North Coalfield,
centred on the Tyne, was the most
productive in Britain. Particularly in
the 18th and early 19th centuries, it was
frequently the scene of technical
innovations. During this period there
arose a class of professional colliery
engineers, known as viewers who
provided advice for colliery owners.
One of the most eminent was George
Johnson of Byker. Many of his
papers came into the possession of
the North of England Institute of
Mining and Mechanical Engineers
and are today preserved at the
Northumberland Record Office.
Interestingly, Johnson had a
Shropshire connection.

Details of Johnson’s early life are
scanty. The first certain fact is that
he married Mary MacNab in 1771, the
daughter of a well-to-do land agent
who worked for Sir Henry Grey, 2nd

baronet of Howick and a man of
considerable influence (1). This
marriage suggests that Johnson was
already of some status. A report as
early as 1752 on Leefield Colliery was
co-authored by a George Johnson
(2). It is possible this might be
George of Byker, in which case he
seems to have married late. Equally, it
might be a relative, perhaps his
father. Unfortunately there are no
other references to a George Johnson
from this period.

In the 1770s there are two references
to a George Johnson and it seems
likely that these are indeed to our
man. In 1775 he made calculations as
to the cost of keeping horses at
Walker Colliery (3). Then in 1777 he
advised on the construction of a
railway from Pitfirrane Colliery near
Dunfermline to the port of Limekilns
(4). This is significant as it shows
that by the late 1770s, Johnson was
sufficiently eminent to be engaged in
consultancy work in Scotland,
outside his native north-east.

If records for the early part of
Johnson’s life are sparse, from 1780
onwards there is an abundance of
material. From this time until his
death in 1800, he appears to have

George Johnson, Colliery Viewer
David Poyner

been involved in something like 50
collieries and estates. Most were in
the north-east but some were well
away from this area (Figure 1). He
was particularly active away from
Tyneside in the years 1789-94,
working on projects in Northern
Ireland, Scotland, Cumbria,
Staffordshire and Shropshire. He also
advised a fellow viewer working on a
project in Poland. It would be tedious
to list each project. Instead, a few
themes will be picked out.

Most of Johnson’s work was
reporting on individual collieries,
considering everything from coal
getting to transport away from the
mine. Johnson also advised on coal
prospecting. He supervised boring,
gave advice on leases and also on
the layout of prospective collieries
and their transport systems,
including the staithes on the
waterfront.

In the late 18th Century geology as a
scientific discipline barely existed. In
an established coalfield such as the
north-east, Johnson’s knowledge of
the local strata, coupled with data
from borings, probably meant that his
advice was soundly based. Working
away from these areas, he could only
be guided by reports of black
deposits and this led to abortive
efforts such as an attempt to locate
coal on Skye (5). However, Johnson
was aware of the importance of a
scientific approach to geology. He
was a founder member in 1793 of the
Newcastle Literary and Philosophical
Society, one of whose prime aims
was to further geological knowledge.
Johnson arranged the society’s
geological collection. His brother-in-
law, Henry Grey MacNab passed one
of Johnson’s sections of St
Anthony’s colliery onto Sir Joseph
Banks and Johnson himself passed
the same section to Erasmus Darwin,
who used it in his “Botanic Garden”
of 1799 (6).

Unlike some viewers, Johnson was
not an inventor. However, he appears
to have kept a keen eye on the
innovations of others and was happy
to use this when appropriate. In 1796

he seems to have been instrumental
in erecting three “crank engines” at
Blyth and Hartley collieries;
presumably colliery winding engines.
These were designed by the engineer
Hornblower to try and avoid Boulton
and Watt’s patents. Whilst the
designs were successful, it was
ultimately decided that they infringed
the patents. Johnson continued to
order pumping engines through
Boulton and Watt (7)

Occasionally Johnson reported
alone, particularly in his work on coal
prospecting. However, he usually
worked with at least one other
viewer; sometimes with as many as
eight men. This may partly be
explained by the fact that, along with
the other leading viewers of his day,
Johnson took on apprentices. At the
end of the 18th Century there were
considered to be three main schools
of viewers in the north east; those
lead by Johnson and others lead by
Thomas Barnes and John Buddle (8).

It was claimed that there was
considerable rivalry between the
schools; however, Johnson co-
authored reports with both Barnes
and Buddle and so the individuals
obviously maintained professional
relationships. The reports written
with senior viewers presumably
reflect that in some cases colliery
owners wished to have the joint
advice of two experts, in much the
same way that in many leases
disputes were to be settled by two
independent umpires. Occasionally it
seems that viewers disagreed, for a
small portion of Johnson’s work was
to arbitrate between reports.

In addition to his consultancy work,
Johnson was a mine owner in his
own right. In 1785, in combination
with Matthew Bell, ex-proprietor of
Newcastle Bank and William Brown,
a fellow viewer, Johnson took a 41
year lease on Bigges Main, paying
£6000 pa. The partners spent £10,000
developing the mine before winning
the coal in 1788. The mine proved to
be very profitable. This may have
been Johnson’s first experience as a
mine owner, but by the 1790’s he was
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involved in several collieries. In 1792
he was a partner in St Anthony’s and
Heaton Collieries with Robert Smith
and William Low. He was also the
leading partner in a colliery exporting
coal down the Wear; probably a mine
leased from the Lambton family. Draft
leases involving Johnson also
survive for Gateshead Chapel,
Hauxley, Chirton and Cowpen
Collieries (9).

Shropshire Connection
It was first as coal prospector and
then mine owner that Johnson came

to Shropshire, via the MP for
Shrewsbury, Sir William Pulteney.
Pulteney was a very wealthy man,
with estates in many parts of the
country. It seems around 1793 he
decided to develop coal mining on
his West Midland lands at Billingsley
and near Wolverhampton (10). He
turned to Johnson for advice. In
January 1794, Johnson made
proposals to Pulteney for the lease of
the Wolverhampton mines (11) and in
June he took out a mining lease on
Billingsley. At some point, perhaps
quite soon after the signing of this

lease, Johnson assigned shares in
the venture to John and Thomas
Leighton, William Jackson, William
Chapman, Robert Smith, Anthony
Gregson, John Grey and Henry Grey
MacNab.

The Leightons were Newcastle
surgeons. Chapman was an eminent
civil engineer. Smith was his partner
elsewhere and was a fellow viewer as
was John Grey. Anthony Gregson of
Lowlin Hall was a landowner; either
the man was to be High Sheriff of
Northumberland in 1825 or his father.

Figure 1: Colliery schemes involving George Johnson

George Johnson, Colliery Viewer continued ...
David Poyner
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Macnab was Johnson’s brother-in-
law (12) and Johnson seems to have
delegated much of the day-to-day
business of Billingsley to him.

It took some time for the partners to
negotiate the route of a tramway to
the Severn. For this they took out a
lease in 1796 on a patch of land in
Highley called Woolstan’s Wood,
belonging to the Dean and Chapter
of Christ Church, Oxford (13). This
was on the banks of the Severn and
was to be the terminus of their
tramway and the site of their wharf. It
was also the site of a house built for
MacNab by 1797. What Christ
Church did not know was that the
partnership was offering stone on the
site for the rebuilding of Bewdley
Bridge. Contrary to their lease, a
quarry was opened out and a
substantial amount of stone was
sold.

The Dean and Chapter spent most of
1797 trying to recoup payments for
this; assurances from the partnership
that the quarry was about to be
abandoned proved repeatedly to be
false. During the first half of the year
they corresponded with Johnson,
however from October 1797 onwards
they only dealt with MacNab.
Johnson seems from this point to
have been happy to leave matters in
the hands of his brother-in-law. A
report to the college in January 1798
stated that MacNab was now the
sole proprietor of the works and that
Johnson had sold his shares in the
concern. It is impossible to know if
this is correct; the next year Johnson
was a partner although Jackson,
Chapman, Smith and Gregson were
no longer involved and Thomas
Telford had joined (14). Matters were
eventually smoothed over by paying
compensation to Christ Church for
the stone.

Mining at Billingsley proved much
harder than Johnson anticipated. As
early as 1799, the partnership had
been obliged to assign some of their
leases to a firm of bankers to raise
more cash. In April 1800, they
entered into agreements with Stokes

and Pemberton, ironmasters, who
built a blast furnace at Billingsley to
try and provide a new market for the
products of the mine. George came
down from Byker to lead the
negotiations with MacNab. During
these he suddenly died on April 26th

and his share in the partnership was
taken by his son and executor
Robert. The mine eventually failed
and was sold by auction in June
1802; MacNab fled to France to
escape his creditors, taking with him
all the books from the colliery (15).

Billingsley Colliery
Billingsley Colliery stands as a good
example of Johnson’s work. The
partners claimed to have spent
£25,000 on the mine; money
apparently largely raised from
Newcastle bankers. The 1802 sale
notice described the mine as
consisting of 29 shafts. The majority
of these would not be used and it is
possible that some shafts from before
Johnson’s time were included in this
total.

It was normal for large collieries to
have a large number of shafts, with
coal-drawing taking place at only a
few. The key was the pumping shaft,
which drained the entire complex.
Here there was a pumping engine
with a 38” diameter cylinder and 9’
stroke. It raised the water up to a
level, which then drained to the
surface. In addition there were three
“machines” for drawing coal and
ironstone. These may have simply
been horse gins, but given
Johnson’s interest in steam winding
engines in the north-east, there is a
good chance that these were also
steam engines. They would have
been movable, capable of being
transferred between shafts as the
workings progressed.

Underground, both sulphur and
sweet coal were worked as well as
ironstone. There were very few
surface buildings; a smithy, a
carpenters’ shop and a counting
house.

The shafts were connected by a
plateway system, which extended

three miles to a wharf on the River
Severn, via a self-acting incline to
reach the valley of the Borle Brook.
There were also 24 workmen’s
houses next to the mine, with another
four, rather more superior dwellings
for officials. Whilst MacNab acted as
managing partner, day-to-day
management of the mine was in the
hands of one Barnaby Brough (16).
Johnson brought some men from the
north-east to work at the colliery,
including probably a nucleus of
skilled miners.

Billingsley grew from 23 to 64 houses
from 1793 to 1801, giving some
indication of the size of the workforce
at the mine (17). The mine was typical
of a modern, medium-sized colliery,
albeit, paralleled by other collieries in
Shropshire and the West Midlands
which were laid out by local
engineers. The fact that the mine was
a failure cannot be blamed on
Johnson; it is difficult to see how he
could have anticipated the tortuous
underground conditions that were
encountered at Billingsley.

Johnson’s success can be judged by
the fact that his estate at his death
was worth in excess of £10,000.
Robert, his eldest son and executor,
sold his share in Bigges Main colliery
to help pay off the debts of the
Billingsley partnership and this was
valued at £10,500 (18). One of his
sons, George, was also a colliery
viewer and became a distinguished
engineer. By a strange twist of fate,
in the 1830s he was a director of the
Newcastle and Carlisle Railway with
Benjamin Thompson, who at the start
of the Nineteenth Century had been
co-owner of the Stanley Colliery in
Highley. The two men must surely
have shared some reminiscences of
Shropshire (19).
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Problems at Kiruna Iron Mine, Sweden
The mine at Kiruna in northern
Sweden is reputed to be the largest
iron ore mine in the world with over
400km of underground roadways.

The mine towers, waste heaps and
equipment dominate the city of
Kiruna, which is heavily dependant
on the mine for employement (the
other big attraction at Kiruna is an
Ice-hotel, but it’s very seasonal !).

Unfortunately the success of the
mine is having a dramatic effect on
the city and plans are in hand to
move the 10,000+ inhabitants to a
new city on more stable ground
during the next 10 years.

The area is subject to earthquakes,
mainly put down to post-glacial
rebound. However, these quakes are
also affecting underground working.

On 2nd February 2008 a miner was
killed when a quake caused a tunnel
collapse 700m underground trapping
and killing him in his truck - there are
very few underground workers at
Kiruna, most of the work is done by
remote control. This death is the
second at the mine within the last
year.

View across the car park of the main shopping centre at Kiruna with a
winding tower, waste tips and assorted elevators and conveyors on the
ridge at Kiruna iron mine.

Winding and
ventilation
towers at
Kiruna iron
mine.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Shirlett Monument - The Final Chapter
Stuart Walker

On Saturday 18th October, 2008, my
youngest son Peter and I checked
out the Shirlett/Willey obelisk
following the reports in the last issue
of Below. Only the base is left in situ,
the rest is now on the ground. It’s
hard to say how it collapsed, it could
have happened on it’s own or been
pulled down with a winch and the
stump pushed off the side with a JCB
or similar machine. Maybe “Health
and Safety” put paid to it? A pity if
this was the case as it had obviously
stood alright for presumably over 100
years. It hadn’t been maintained for a
long time, but it was only the ladder
which was a little insecure.

The construction appears to have
been of roughly faced stones on the
outside with a rubble and mortar
infill. The flagpole and iron ladder are
still visible to the side of the main

collapse. The iron work was held in
place with melted lead. The timber on
the flagpole still seemed pretty
sound, and the stonework only
needed some pointing!

Right: Peter standing on the
remains of the base.
Far right: A big intact chunk of stone-
work off to one side of the base.

Pictures: Stuart Walker

Rescue Practice at Total Access, Eccleshall
On Sunday 19th October, six club
members (Steve Holding, Mike
Worsfold, Eileen Bowen, John
Morgan, Andy Wood, Kelvin Lake)
along with six members of Dudley
Caving Club and one member of a
Lebanese Caving Club assembled at
the industrial unit of Total Access in
Eccleshall for a day of rescue
training.

The facilities at Total Access are
ideal for hands-on and theoretical
practices.

We got off to a steady start with a
video on fitting neck braces/collars,
followed by some practice in how to
actually fit one - not as easy as it
seems, to get the fit right. We were
also shown how to hold the
casualty’s head still - definitely NOT
as easy as it seems, it being
impossible to kneel and hold the
persons head perfectly still for any
length of time!

Another target for the day was to rig
a stretcher so that it could be hauled
horizontally, then moved to the
vertical to pass obstructions. Various
discussions and rigs were
experimented with in the workshop,
before it was attempted in “real life”
on the Total Access tower. Apart

from it being very cold on top of the
tower, and it being left to Mike
Worsfold, down in the nice warm
“shaft” to rig the stretcher ropes,
everything went smoothly and we
beat a hasty retreat for lunch.

After lunch a pitch-head rescue
scenario was set-up and this was left
to John Morgan and Firas Fayed
(from Lebanon) to solve - with the

rest of us shouting directions from a
nearby scaffold tower. As the dummy
weighed a realistic 70kg, it helped
illustrate how tricky these things can
be!

Another successful practice session
and a big thank you to Mike Clayton
and Emma Porter for organising it,
not forgetting Total Access for
allowing us the use of the facility.

Left: Working out the
stretcher rig. L to R: John
Morgan, Firas Fayed
(Lebanon), Steve Holding,
Eileen Bowen (crouching),
Mike Clayton (DCC), Mike
Worsfold (crouching),
John Smith (DCC), Robert
Oldnall (DCC)

Below: Mike Worsfold and stretcher
nearing the shaft top.

Below: Firas Fayed and
John Morgan on the pitch-
head rescue scenario

Pictures: Kelvin Lake -
I.A.Recordigns
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The writer recently visited the
underground repair work area in this
shaft at the National Coal Mining
Museum for England, Caphouse
Colliery. The shaft is believed to be
over 200 years old, is 10 ft. diameter
and about 420ft. deep. It has been
used as a “furnace ventilation shaft”
but at the time of closure of the pit in
1986 was just part of the normal fan
ventilation system in use (downcast).
In recent years the shaft walls have
bulged inwards and there was
concern that a collapse could affect
the nearby visitor access shaft of the
museum.

Nearly £1 million is being spent on a
6 month scheme to repair the shaft
and drive a short new connection
underground. Work is in the hands
of AMCO, with two shifts of 4 men
and a general supervisor. The work
should be completed in December
2008.

The shaft has been fitted with a
temporary winding frame within the
surface building, a hydraulically
powered winding engine with a mesh
cage and a two-deck scaffold (see
Fig.1). The scaffold is supported by 2
ropes and Tirfors which allow it to be
positioned at any point in the shaft,
the upper deck is used to receive the
cage and to protect the men on the
lower working deck. A ladder
connects the two decks.

The cage operates like a normal mine
cage and has two rope guides which
also act as safety ropes for the
scaffold. The scaffold is also held in
place by large wooden wedges to
prevent swinging. All workmen wear
a full leather harness for safety
purposes.

During the visit a new galvanised
steel garland was being placed at
about 200 ft. depth level in order to
catch water running down the shaft
walls (about 7 new garlands in all are
being replaced at varying intervals).
About 15% of the 4 inch brick walling
is also being replaced -  the walls are
of single brick thick with ash behind
to act as a drainage layer.

Repair Work in Caphouse Colliery Shafts, Yorkshire
Ivor Brown, 24th Sept. 2008

Figure 1

The whole brick lining is now being
bolted to the solid rock behind the
porous material at about 15ft. grid,
the wall itself is covered quickly by a
natural, very tough, black and grey
coloured flowstone.

Three insets are present in the lining
giving access to higher seams, these
are all being repaired at their
entrances.

All water caught in the garlands is
taken to the bottom of the shaft
through pipes. The shaft is also at

present equipped with electric cables
and compressed air mains.

When work is complete it is intended
to cover the shaft by strong glass so
that visitors can walk over it and see
down to the 420ft level. This will be
it’s only use as the air circuit now
passes through the drift from surface
(opened 1974), then through the mine
to the shaft now used by visitors. All
work is being carried out to the
sensitivity required of a two-
centuries old “listed structure”.
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Repair Work in Caphouse Colliery Shafts, Yorkshire
Ivor Brown, 24th Sept. 2008, continued ...

For comparison an illustration is
included of a 3-decked sinking
scaffold used at Parkside Colliery,
Lancashire (Fig. 2) in December 1958.
This was studied and sketched by
the writer exactly 50 years ago. The
main differences were:

(a) the “third deck” which was the
control platform for the cactus
grab used for ‘mucking out’,

(b) the shaft was much bigger (24ft.
diameter) and concrete lined,

(c) an English kibble was used for

man-riding rather than a cage
(prior to the visit a South African
pinion operated kibble had been
used but 3 men had been tipped
back down the shaft and killed
after being raised, partly due to
unfamiliarity with this type).

Figure 2
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Miners Survive Floods

Earth’s Oldest Rocks
Discovered
Writing in Science journal, a team
reports finding that a sample of
Nuvvuagittuq greenstone on the
shore of Hudson Bay, Canada, is 250
million years older than any rocks
known, with an age of 4.28 billion
years.

The rock may even hold evidence of
activity by ancient life forms.  If so, it
would be the earliest evidence of life
on Earth - but this had not been
established.

Ancient rocks act as a time capsule -
offering chemical clues to help
geologists solve longstanding
riddles of how the Earth formed and
how life arose on it.

But the majority of our planet's early
crust has already been mashed and
recycled into Earth's interior several
times over by plate tectonics.

Before this study, the oldest whole
rocks were from a 4.03 billion-year-
old body known as the Acasta
Gneiss, in Canada's Northwest
Territories.

The only things known to be older
are mineral grains called zircons from
Western Australia, which date back
4.36 billion years.

Science, September 2008

Chunnel Reopening
It is planned to re-open the Channel
Tunnel completely in mid-February
following the fire in the tunnel in
September.

The total cost of the restoration work
will come in at under £50m according
to Eurotunnel. Services are now
almost back to normal after initially
being severely disrupted for several
weeks.

The fire, which broke out on a freight
train in the North tunnel, on 11
September, injured 14 people and
closed the tunnel between the UK
and France for almost two days.

BBC News, 15th October 2008

UK Coal Shares Tumble
Shares in UK Coal have plunged 29%
after it issued a profit warning.

The country's largest coal producer
said a fall in prices and recent output
problems would see annual profits
“significantly below" targets.

Coal prices fell from $190 (£110) a
tonne in August to $129 in MId-
October. UK Coal has also been hit
by geological problems at two of its
mines - Kellingley deep mine in West
Yorkshire, and its Thoresby facility in
Nottinghamshire.

The company had previously
expected to make a pre-tax profit of
£70m in 2008, on sales of 8.7 million
tonnes.

BBC News, 17th October 2008

New Tyne Tunnel
The first turf was cut on Wednesday
29th October to mark the
construction of a second Tyne
tunnel between North and South
Tyneside.

The £260m scheme to turn the A19
into a dual carriageway and provide a
second vehicle tunnel under the
River Tyne will begin in 2009 with
completion due in 2011.

The project is to be carried out by the
Tyne & Wear Passenger Transport
Authority in partnership with North
Tyneside and South Tyneside
Councils.

The tunnel will be built as a “cut and
cover” tunnel, with two ‘walls’ being
constructed, the tunel built at the
bottom, then the trench backfilled.

The original Tyne tunnel opened in
1967 was a”dug” tunnel.

News Reports, October 2008

managed to survive by standing on a
ledge in a tunnel about 400-700 feet
(120-210m) below ground where the
air was good. They drank the water
that flooded the tunnel but had
nothing to eat.

The four others were found in
separate elevated portions of the
shaft. They were extremely hungry
but otherwise in apparent good
health.

The mine had been abandoned by
commercial operators but was still
entered by local residents searching
for gold.

BBC News Reports
30th September 2008

Six miners in the Philippines trapped
for a week in a flooded gold mine
were rescued alive at the end of
September.

The mine in Benguet province,
northern Philippines, flooded during
a typhoon on 22 September. An
estimated 16 people were originally
stuck in the mine, but two bodies
were found shortly after the rescue
attempt started, 8 are still missing.

Three of the miners were brought out
alive on Monday27th September and
another three on Tuesday 28th. All
are recovering in hospital.

The first two miners rescued had

Irish Cave Rescue
Three people were successfully
rescued after being cut off by rising
floodwaters (due to bad weather) in a
cave near Doolin, County Clare in the
Republic of Ireland.

The alarm was raised at about 0330
GMT on Monday 17th November
when one of the cavers contacted the
Gardaí.

BBC NewsReports, 17th Nov. 2008

News Round-Up 2

Chinese Miners Rescued
Thirty-two out of 34 workers trapped
in a flooded Chinese coal mine have
been rescued.

The accident occurred early on
Monday 17th November at the
Gaomendong Coal Mine near
Pingdingshan city in Henan
province.

It was the third coal mine accident in
less than three weeks in Henan, with
a total of five miners dying in the two
previous accidents.

BBC News, 18th November 2008
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The Gravels, Shropshire to Comstock, Nevada 1865/66
Contributed by Ivor Brown

This is the story of a young man,
probably a young mining engineer,
who, having “had a pleasant time” at
the Gravels Mine in the Hope Valley,
left in 1856 to try his luck in the New
World. Some words in the letter have
been difficult to decipher and so are
underlined. The only other changes
are the formation of paragraphs and
the addition of a few full stops.

Eden Preston is thought to have sent
the letter (see p19 opposite) to
Captain Richard Waters as he was
manager of the Hope Valley mines in
1865 when he left. Captain Arthur
Waters only became manager in 1866.
Furthermore the letter has been
handed down through the Richard
Waters family line rather than
Arthur’s. The contributor
acknowledges the permission of
Mr.N.Waters, great-grandson of
Richard for publication of this letter.

Above: A sample of Eden Preston’s handwritting.

Figure 2 (left)
Detail of the area between San Francisco and Virginia
City and the Sierra Nevada Mountains.

Figure 1 (above)
The route taken by Eden Preston from The Gravels
to Comstock.

Note 1:
As he made this journey before the Panama canal
was built, the overland route went from San Juan del
Norte on Nicaragua’s Caribbean coast and near the
border with Costa Rica up the San Juan River to San
Carlos. Across Lake Nicaragua then down to San
Juan del Sur on Nicaragua’s Pacific Coast (in the
letter he puts San Juan del Norte on the western
shore of Lake Nicaragua).

Note 2
Presumably Eden Preston began his journey by train
from Minsterley Railway Station, which had opened
in February 1861.
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Jan. 25th 1866
Virginia City

St. Nevada
My Dear Capt. Waters,

Agreeable to my promise now that I am safely settled in this new country I take up my pen to show you that
I have not forgotten my friends in England. I did not leave Liverpool till the 1st Nov. when I sailed in the
City of Washington for New York, we had a very pleasant trip and arrived safe on the 13th, nothing of
importance happening on the road further than, that I was not sea sick. In the American capital I knocked
about till the 21st finding it very expensive and not even as pleasant as at the Gravels. I saw all the sights
which were few and shoddy with few exceptions. I was heartily glad to get on board the Santiago de Cuba
and to wend my way with 500 others to the promised land. After a trip of 8 days during which we passed
Cuba and several other of the West Indian Islands we landed in Greytown or rather we got on board some
river steam boats and passing up the River San Juan and through the Lake of Nicaragua this was the most
delightful part of the journey. We saw plenty of crocodiles, monkeys, naked natives, pretty Mexican
senoritas etc. and enjoyed the nice fruits of these regions. After crossing the Lake we were disembarked at a
little town, San Juan de Norte, and mounting mules rode over the Dolines 14 miles to San Juan del Sur on
the Pacific Coast, where another steamer was waiting, which took us on to San Francisco.
During the latter part of the journey I was attacked with the Panamania fever, but got over it in three days.
On the 18th of Dec. we landed in San Francisco and although in outward appearance it resembles New York
it is one of the most agreeable places to live I have ever visited, it lies in a beautiful bay and, being built on a
hill has a lovely view. Here the first thing that strikes a stranger is the quantity of Chinese, 1/3 of the
inhabitants almost. Another shocking thing is the little regard paid to dress, you see men in blue shirts, with
breeches stuffed in the boots, sit next to you at dinner, as if they were in their Sunday dress. I stopped 4
days in town and then left for my present residence. Had I known beforehand what sort of a place it was I
think I should have stopped a little longer but ignorance is bliss. I left San Francisco with the steamer for
Sacremento and from there I proceeded with mail and stagecoach over the Sierra Nevado to Virginia City.
Imagine a 80 hour drive over the mountains with little else than the trail to go by, and 6 mules dragging you
sometimes dashing along at the edge of a steep incline then again for two or three hours going at the rate of
3 miles an hour through mud and snow almost to the horses bellies. It will be sufficient when I tell you that
we had 7ft of snow on the summit last week. I spent a most miserable Xmas Day thinking of how all my
friends and acquaintances were enjoying themselves in Old England whilst I was in a land with no trees to
be seen for miles but plenty of Piute, Indians, Chinese and White men who never go out without a six
shooter. Since then I have got accustomed to the country and begin to like it. For the first fortnight I could
find nothing to do, and occupied my time in visiting the mines. There are some 20 or more claims on the one
lode, the Comstock, which is of an enormous width and thickness, sometimes opening out to 200ft, it runs
due N and S and dips to the East. The ores are silver sulphureto yielding in some places from 50 - 60 £ (?)
per ton of ore. Last year they shipped nearly £4,000,000 of silver from this one lode. They work the lode in
its whole breadth in chambers, it requires however heavy, massive timbering as the ground swells
considerably and this makes it expensive as no timber grows in the neighbourhood and when put in it lasts
only two or three years. They are now considering a deep drain tunnel which will be 4 miles long and strikes
the vein at a depth of 1500ft. The country rock is a hornblendic porphany. Most of the work is done with
pick and gad, the men earn £1 a day on shiftwork and can live an 10s a day.

I am working at present in a Surveyors Office and get £1.10s a day, but in another month I am going to set
up an Assayers Office in one of the New Districts with a partner and we expect to clear from £500 to £700 a
piece. What do you say to coming out here, a good miner is bound to make a fortune. The difficulty here is
not to make money but to keep it when you have got it. I know several men who last year were worth from
30 - 50,000 pounds and now they have hardly a shirt on their back, lost all through speculation.

Remember me to Capt. Nancarrow* and all who remember me in the neighbourhood and let me hear from
you sometimes. A letter addressed to E.Preston care of B Franz, Virginia City, State of Nevada will always
find me. How is the mine getting on, as promising as ever I hope, with all the machinery up? Is the chimney
standing yet? How are they at the Gravels, remember me to them when you see them. Tell them I am well and
often think of the pleasant time I spent there.

The Gravels, Shropshire to Comstock, Nevada 1865/66
The Letter

* Captain Nancarrow was the manager at the Bog Mine (IJB).
The letter ends with the text in the sample at the top of page 18.
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The Gravels, Shropshire to Comstock, Nevada 1865/66
Contemporary Print Showing the Comstock Lode

Figure 3 - Sectional view (part) of Belcher Mine, Comstock Lode.
From “The Story of the Mine: As Illustrated by the Great Comstock Lode of Nevada” by Charles Howard Shinn, 1896.
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In 2007 I visited the Turkish Republic
of North Cyprus and did manage to
have an outing looking for mines. If
you look at the map (right), you can
see three 'mine' sites marked with
crossed hammers.

 I tried the eastern one first but that
section of hillside is wall to wall
quarries supplying stone for the
building boom and I could see no
signs of mine workings but even if
there had been, I suspect the quarries
would now have over taken them. I
did endeavour to explore what looked
like some old quarry buildings on the
opposite side of the road but I had
not got far when a Turk came up and
made it very plain that I was not
welcome there. By the time he had
walked me back to the car I had an
escort of 3! none of whom could
speak any English - but I don't think
it helped that I was driving a Greek
registered hire car!!!

At the central site, I found a modern
industrial building in the right place
but it was surrounded by a barbed
wire fence, there was no sign of a
head frame and was ‘guarded’ by
people and dogs so, after my
previous experience, I passed on by!

The third (westernmost) site was
much more promising; there was a
quarry at the back but these rocks do
look as though they have been
exploited. The snag was, the track
you can just see in the photo ran up
alongside one of the many army
camps and as I walked up, I noticed
an elevated watchtower and armed
sentry. I decided that properly
exploring the site would be unwise as
it overlooked the base and I was
carrying a camera and binoculars as
well as driving the aforementioned
Greek registered car!!!!!!!! I could see
myself getting into big bother so I
chickened out!

I had no further opportunities to
explore but some expats told me that
the (closed) ginormous copper mine
near Scourotissia (Cyprus Mining
Corporation) now has a museum but
that there is a serious pollution

A short visit to the Turkish Republic of North Cyprus
Andy Wood

problem with runoff from the spoil
heaps and ponds. Hopefully, we will
get to go back sometime and I'll poke
about some more - if I can avoid
arrest!

On a separate occasion, we were on a
wild flower walk near Haskaloy when
we came across a mica outcrop that
had been worked commercially in the
past.

There were some old pieces of rail
but little else in the way of artefacts.

Above: Site of the Eastern mine. Above: Site of the Western mine.

Left: Remains
near the road at
the Eastern mine
site.

Below: mica
outcrop near
Haskaloy.
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Christmas Puzzles

Crystal Facets

A few things to pass the time, in case you get bored over Christmas ...

On the idealised sketch of an
Arsenopyrite crystal (right) are the
anagrams of 8 names of minerals
found in Shropshire.

Can you name them?

1 =

2 =

3 =

4 =

5 =

6 =

7 =

8 =

Silhouette - Shade in every fragment in the box below that contains a dot and
    what have you got?

Caver’s Bidet

At last - the actual use for
that second “toilet-thingy”
you find in hotels.

Ideal for washing caving
kit, boots and of course
your helmet !
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Christ
mas P

uzzl
es 2

DROP

TEAR

Step Ladder
Use the clues below (in no
particular order) to change
DROP into TEAR by changing
just one letter at a time
without disturbing the order
of the remaining letters.

Clues
Bus running on tracks
Journey
Sports side
Slow leak
Quick haircut

Maze - can you find your way through?

Spot the Difference - there are 8 differences in the right-hand picture of the Snailbeach District Railway
hopper wagon being delivered to Barry Ellis for reconstruction. Can you spot them?
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8th International Mining
History Congress - Cornwall

12th - 15th June 2009
At the Penventon Park Hotel,
Redruth. Organised under the
auspices of the University of Exeter
in Cornwall and Geevor Mining
Museum. Further details available at:

www.huss.ex.ac.uk/history/imhc/

News and Events

Colliery Visitor Centre
As part of a £2m scheme the Grade II
listed Bestwood vertical colliery
winding engine house at Bestwood
Country Park, Nottinghamshire is
being converted into a visitor
attraction. The scheme will involve
the construciton of a glass sided lift
to take visitors to a high-level
viewing gallery from where they will
get views of the twin-cylinder vertical
widning engine and the surrounding
park.

Local News reports, Summer 2008

Annual Dinner 2008
About 26 members attended the 2008
Club dinner, held at the Lion Hotel,
Broseley. The meal was followed by
the traditional “Dinner” raffle to raise
cash for the Rescue Fund. As we
were let down at short notice by the
speaker this year, several club
members put together a series of
short pictorial presentations covering
a few of this years club activities and
events - it certainly brought home the
amazing range of things that we have
done this past year!

Awards

On the awards front, Andy Harris
was not only the recipient of the
“Golden Nut” but also the “Explorer-
Mole” - the latter in particular
recognition of his work at Clive. Our
recently elected Vice-chair Tony
Wilson (below) was given the newly
made “Hernia Award” - for getting 3
hernia’s this year (bringing them to
our attention on the last bucket of
the day at the Clive concreting
event!). The award was made from
the battered ginger beer can that
Andy Wood had to carry out of
Wigpool No.2 Mine when he opened
it underground only to find it frozen
solid. Hopefully no one else will be
eligible to win this award!

Andy Harris with his Awards

Tony Wilson with the “Hernia Award”

(DTI) - who had already agreed to
pay lawyers’ fees in successful
cases.

Mr Beresford and Mr Smith also
made arrangements with the Union of
Democratic Mineworkers (UDM) and
its support company, Vendside, that
breached solicitors' practice rules. It
is claimed that payments made by
Beresfords to UDM/Vendside were
effectively referral fees, but were
disguised as being union
subscriptions.

The court also heard from Mr. Dutton
of the SRA, that in January 2002 the
firm went on to make an independent
arrangement with Clare Walker, who
worked for the UDM but who had
also set up her own company, Walker
& Co. It was paid a total of
£736,186.30 under a “claims handling
agreement”.  He said the money was
paid directly to Ms Walker and it was
instructed all correspondence
regarding the arrangement be
directed to her home address.  These
fees paid to Ms Walker were
“disguised” as being for “marketing,
vetting and administration work” but
were in fact referral fees.

The hearing continues.

As Below goes to print, two
solicitors who thought it was
“unfair”  not to be able to take
success fees of up to 25% from
compensation pay-outs to sick
miners, are facing a Disciplinary
Tribunal. Jim Beresford, and Douglas
Smith, of Doncaster-based
Beresfords Solicitors, are accused of
dishonestly taking cuts from miners’
compensation and earning millions
from the scheme (Mr Beresford
earned almost £17m in 2006)

Both have denied 11 counts of
serious professional misconduct,
believing that they are working in a
niche market and the biggest niche
market is industrial disease.

The Solicitors’ Regulatory Authority
(SRA), are claiming that Beresfords
Solicitors had failed to act in the
interests of clients. The firm acted in
more than 83,000 cases of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease and
more than 145,000 cases of vibration
white finger (VWF). In one case the
firm deducted a “success fee” from
the widow of a miner, leaving her
with a total payout of just £217.73.
This was despite already having
claimed £2,431.08 in costs from the
Department of Trade and Industry

Miners Compensation Scheme Solicitors Tribunal

NAMHO 2009
The 2009 Conference is being held at
Matlock, Derbyshire from Friday
19th June to Monday 22nd June.
Hosted by the Peak District Mines
Historical Society with a theme
“mining landscapes” (sounds
familiar!), the event will celebrate not
only 30 years of NAMHO but also
the 50th anniversary of PDMHS.
More details will appear on:

www.namhoconference.org.uk

15th International
Congress of Speleology

19th to 26th July
 “Karst Horizons”, Schreiner
University, Kerrville, Texas, USA.
More details on the web site

www.ics2009.us
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Books and Videos

'Mongst More Mines

for details of availability visit: www.iarecordings.org

EXPLORATION OF SOUTHWESTERN MINES ABOVE &
BELOW GROUND

The 2007 NAMHO conference was
held at Morwellham Quay by the
river Tamar. The organisers arranged
special visits to many mines in
Devon and Cornwall and this
Compilation features some of them. A
group from the Club spent the
following week exploring more
Cornish mines and many visits are
featured here.

The DVD starts with a look round
Morwellham Quay including a brief
look at George & Charlotte copper
mine. Then we visit Excelsior tunnel,
have a guided surface tour of the
superbly preserved Kelly mine
including the dressing mill, and
explore various levels of Great Rock
shiny ore mine underground.

In Cornwall we visit the excellent
Blue Hills tin streams, take a stroll
round the St. Agnes area, attend a
specially arranged visit to Wheal
Peevor before it was opened to the
public, re-visit the always interesting
Taylor’s shaft and Michell’s shaft
National Trust preserved Cornish
engines in Pool and examine mines of
the Basset sett after conservation for
the UNESCO world heritage
site.

A look round the splendid
King Edward dressing mill is
followed by a visit to nearby
Wheal Grenville stamps, then
we have a quick look at a
variety of sites: Brea tin
streaming works, South
Crofty’s New Roskear shaft,
the Red River near
Roscroggan and the Cornish
Gold Centre to see what
progress had been made with
the unique Tolgus tin
streaming works. Afterwards,
we stop briefly at St.Euny’s
churchyard to contemplate
the many miner’s
gravestones.

An invitation from Mark

Kaczmarek gave a welcome
opportunity to re-visit the Camborne
School of Mines (CSM) test mine. A
walk round the buildings at
Botallack on a fine sunny day is
followed by a visit to Geevor tin
mine, where we were very privileged
to be allowed to descend 79 metres of
ladders in Victory shaft to Deep Adit
level and explore it inland to a
dammed connection with the flooded
Levant mine, then out along the long
winding level to the exit in the
Trewellard cliffs.

Finally we see that the engine houses
of Wheal Trewavas near Rinsey cove
are just as impressive as Botallack,
after which we move to Bodmin and
mines around Caradon Hill: South
Phoenix, Phoenix United and Wheal
Jenkin near Minions, then end at the
extensive remains of South Caradon
copper mine.

In many ways, this Compilation
complements our popular 3-DVD
Production “’Mongst Mines and
Mine Explorers”.

£14.95 DVD
(£10 to Club Members at meetings)

Snailbeach Lead Mine
As part of its efforts to raise funding
for further restoration work at
Tankerville mine, the Shropshire
Mines Trust has published a new
book on Snailbeach. This book was
“purposely designed to be read by
someone with only a general
interest”, but it is far better than that.
The sections on the geology, history,
working and living conditions of the
miners are very accessible and
extremely well illustrated, with
photo’s, sketches and maps.  There
are also sections covering the
disaster at George’s Shaft, the
Snailbeach District Railway, the
mine’s wildlife, a glossary and a
descriptive tour of the surface and
underground.  For the more devoted
reader, there is a useful bibliography.

On a personal level, not having been
to Snailbeach for twenty years I am
heartened to see the improvements
made on this once derelict site.  It is a
credit to the work of the Shropshire
Mines Trust and I hope that mining
history enthusiasts will support them
by buying the book. Just the right
size to slip in your pocket as a field
guide.

Mike Gill

ISBN 978-0-9556081-2-4
Softback, 172 pages, 112 b&w
photographs, 23 drawings and maps.
Price £9 (£7.50 to Club members).

Available from Mike Moore or online
at  www.moorebooks.co.uk.
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Diary Dates

Membership, Insurance &
BCA Rep: Mike Davies

Tackle: Andy Harris

First Aid Officer:

Librarian: Alan Robinson

Bat Officer:

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice-Chair: Tony Wilson

Secretary: Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Eileen Bowen

Training Officer: Ian Davies

Conservation & NAMHO
Rep: Steve Holding

Club Officers

2009
1st January: Columns Open Day,
Ogof Ffynnon Ddu.

12th February: China’s Deepest
Caves. Talk by Pate Talling, 7.30pm,
Blackett Building, Dept. of Physics,
Imperial College, London.

28th March: BCA AGM, 10.30am
Baptist Hall, Alvechurch.

12th to 15th June: 8th International
Mining History Congress,
Penventon Park Hotel, Redruth.
Organised under the auspices of the
University of Exeter in Cornwall and
Geevor Mining Museum. More
details at:

www.huss.ex.ac.uk/history/imhc/

19th to 22nd June: NAMHO 2009
Conference ‘Mining Landscapes and
their Elements’. County Hall,
Matlock, Derbyshire. Hosted by Peak
District Mines Historical Society Ltd,
the conference will mark the 30th
Anniversary of NAMHO and the
50th Anniversary of PDMHS.
More details will appear on:

www.namhoconference.org.uk

19th to 26th July: 15th International
Congress of Speleology, “Karst
Horizons”, Schreiner University,
Kerrville, Texas, USA. More details
on the web site:  www.ics2009.us

The Joys of underground repairs 3 ...
... the concrete shaft edge ...

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

OK, that’s the lot ..

 ... shutterings full !
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gloop
gloopschlop!

It’s smoothed off, just going to lean
down and make my
             mark

Careful,
the

slope’s a bit
loose!

Well THAT’s made your mark !!

ssplot !!ARRGH !!


